Introduction to Rust

Session Topic or Project
The session would provide overview of the Rust programming language.

Session Leader
Sergey Minaev Lead Software Developer, DSR Corporation; Hyperledger Indy Maintainer

Time Slots and Spaces

Experience Level of Participants
Beginner

Session Language
Russian (English if requested?)

Programming Language(s)
- [ ] C / C++
- [ ] Go
- [ ] Java
- [ ] Javascript
- [ ] Python
- [x] Rust
- [ ] Other

Other Prerequisites

The Plan
* What is the Rust language
* Memory management in Rust
* Pro and cons of the language
* Paradigms in Rust
* Indy SDK and Ursa Rust experience

Slides are available here

The project we did during the Rust live coding session is available here

The Goals

Software to Install Before

Special Equipment Required